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a b s t r a c t

Maternal infection during pregnancy is a notable risk factor for the offspring to develop severe neuropsy

chiatric disorders, including schizophrenia. One prevalent hypothesis suggests that infectioninduced

disruption of early prenatal brain development predisposes the organism for longlasting structural and

functional brain abnormalities, leading to the emergence of psychopathological behaviour in adulthood.

The feasibility of this causal link has received considerable support from several experimental models

established in both rats and mice. In this review, we provide an integrative summary of the longterm

neuropathological consequences of prenatal exposure to infection and/or inflammation as identified in

various experimental models of prenatal immune challenge. In addition, we highlight how abnormal

ities in distinct brain areas and neurotransmitter systems following prenatal immune activation may

provide a neural basis for the emergence of specific forms of psychosisrelated behaviour. Specifically,

we suggest that prenatal infectioninduced imbalances in the mesolimibic and mesocortical dopamine

pathways may constitute critical neural mechanisms for disturbances in sensorimotor gating, abnormal

ities in selective associative learning and hypersensitivity to psychostimulant drugs. On the other hand,

the emergence of working memory deficiency following prenatal immune challenge may be crucially

linked to the concomitant disruption of GABAergic and glutamatergic functions in prefrontal cortical and

hippocampal structures. Notably, many of the identified neuronal abnormalities are directly implicated

in the neuropathology of schizophrenia. The findings from prenatal infection models of schizophrenia

thus provide considerable experimental evidence for the assumption that prenatal exposure to infec

tion and/or inflammation is a relevant environmental link to specific neuronal abnormalities underlying

psychosisrelated behaviour in humans.

© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction28

Schizophrenia is a major form of psychotic illness charac29

terised by impaired thinking, emotions, and behaviour. Multiple30

lines of evidence suggest that this disabling brain disorder is of31

neurodevelopmental origin, in which the primary cerebral insult32

or pathological process occurs during early brain development33

long before the illness is clinically manifest [133,149,155,184].34

Together with a strong genetic contribution [78], various environ35

mental factors appear to increase the risk of schizophrenia and36

other psychosisrelated disorders [48,111,142]. Many of these fac37

tors operate at prenatal or early postnatal stages of life, that is,38
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during the critical periods of early central nervous system (CNS) 39

development. 40

Maternal infection during pregnancy is one of the environmen 41

tal factors that significantly increases the risk of schizophrenia 42

and related disorders in the offspring [25,33,34,144]. This associ 43

ation does not appear to be limited to a single pathogen. Indeed, 44

a multitude of infectious agents seems to be involved, including 45

influenza [30,105,112,166], rubella [31], toxoplasma gondii [32,128], 46

measles [173], polio [167], herpes simplex [35], and genital and/or 47

reproductive infections [10]. One implication is that factors com 48

mon to the immune response to a multitude of infectious agents 49

may be the critical mediators of the association between prena 50

tal infection and risk of schizophrenia. As extensively reviewed 51

elsewhere [69,116,122], abnormal expression of proinflammatory 52

cytokines and other mediators of inflammation in the maternal 53

host and eventually in the foetal brain may interfere with nor 54

mal foetal brain development [9,117,162]. This early inflammatory 55

insult may predispose the offspring to longlasting changes in sub 56

sequent brain and behavioural development and ultimately lead to 57

01664328/$ – see front matter © 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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adult neuropathology and associated psychosisrelated behaviour58

in adolescence or early adulthood.59

The feasibility of a causal link between maternal infection60

during pregnancy and higher risk of brain and behavioural61

pathology in the offspring has received considerable support62

from several experimental models established in both rats and63

mice. In these models, pregnant rats or mice are exposed to64

specific viral pathogens, immunestimulating agents or pro65

inflammatory cytokines, and the longterm brain and behavioural66

effects of the prenatal maternal manipulations are then eval67

uated in the offspring. A multitude of behavioural, cognitive68

and pharmacological abnormalities has been detected in adult69

mice and rats following prenatal exposure to human influenza70

virus [160], the viral mimic polyriboinosinic–polyribocytidilic71

acid (PolyI:C) [109,114–122,143,160,162,191,198–200], the bacterial72

endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [26,65,66,71,153,154], and the73

proinflammatory cytokine interleukin (IL)6 [158,162]. The spec74

trum of the functional deficits induced by the various prenatal75

immunological insults is summarised in Table 1.76

The multiplicity of the adult behavioural, cognitive and pharma77

cological dysfunctions observed in prenatally immune challenged78

offspring suggests that the perturbations caused by the prena79

tal immunological manipulation are widespread, and fundamental80

to a range of normal neuropsychological functions. Importantly,81

many of the prenatal infectioninduced behavioural, cognitive and82

pharmacological dysfunctions in adult rats and mice are impli83

cated in some of the most critical phenotypes of schizophrenia84

and other psychosisrelated disorders [7,106,115]. These include85

sensorimotor gating deficiency, abnormalities in selective associa86

tive learning, working memory impairment, enhanced sensitivity87

to psychostimulant drugs, and deficits in social behaviour (Table 1).88

The prenatal immune activation models thus enjoy a high level89

of face validity to schizophrenialike psychopathology. The long90

term effects of prenatal immune activation in rodents also91

mimic the characteristic maturational delay in disease onset of92

schizophrenia [133,149,155,184], because the full spectrum of93

prenatal infectioninduced behavioural, cognitive, and pharmaco94

logical abnormalities emerges only after the postpubertal stage95

of development [119,121,143,154,198,200]. Furthermore, some of96

the behavioural and cognitive deficits induced by in utero immune97

challenge in rats and mice can be normalized by acute and/or98

chronic antipsychotic drug treatment [160,143,153,198], suggesting99

that the prenatal immune activation models are also valid mod100

els of schizophrenialike dysfunctions with respect to predictive101

validity.102

One plausible account of the neural bases underlying the103

emergence of a wide spectrum of behavioural, cognitive and phar104

macological dysfunctions after prenatal immune activation may be105

that they are indicative of multiple structural brain abnormalities.106

In fact, given that the immunological insult takes place early in107

development, it can be expected that foetal brain inflammation108

leads to wideranging neurodevelopmental sequelae, eventually109

leading to multiple neuroanatomical and neurochemical abnor110

malities in adult life. Direct support for this suggestion is yielded111

by numerous immunohistochemical, gene expression and neuro112

chemical analyses in rats and mice, which demonstrate a wide113

spectrum of neuroanatomical and neurochemical changes in the114

adult CNS following prenatal exposure to infection and/or inflam115

mation.116

In this review, we provide an integrative summary of the117

longterm neuropathological consequences of prenatal exposure118

to infection and/or inflammation as identified in various experi119

mental models of prenatal immune activation in rats and mice.120

In addition, we highlight how infectioninduced abnormalities in121

distinct brain areas and/or neurotransmitter systems may provide122

a neural basis for specific forms of psychosisrelated behaviour.123 T
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Since the behavioural effects of prenatal immune activation reach124

their prominence in adulthood [119,121,143,154,198,200], a special125

emphasis is put on the brain and behavioural relationships at the126

adult stage of development.127

2. The longterm neuropathological consequences of128

prenatal infection129

Exposure to infection and/or inflammation during critical peri130

ods of prenatal life can be considered an “immunological lesion”131

of the developing brain, which is characterised by the presence of132

virulent pathogens in the foetal brain [8,62,187] and/or abnormal133

foetal expression of proinflammatory cytokines [9,36,71,117,118]134

and activated microglia [85,137,157]. This early lesion of the brain135

does not remain static, but rather, it is progressive in nature. That is,136

the infectioninduced disruption of early foetal brain development137

may significantly affect subsequent postnatal brain development138

and maturation, and subsequently lead to structural and functional139

deficits that are dependent on postnatal maturational processes.140

Hence, the prenatal immune activation models incorporate devel141

opmental aspects of abnormal brain structure and function in142

adulthood. This feature of the prenatal immune activation models143

is particularly relevant to the neurodevelopmental perspective of144

schizophrenia, because the disorder’s pathophysiological and neu145

ropathological mechanisms are assumed to be progressive in nature146

[149].147

The neuropathological deficits induced by prenatal immune148

challenge include pre and postsynaptic changes in various149

neurotransmitter systems such as the central dopamine (DA), g150

aminobutyric acid (GABA), glutamate (GLU), and serotonin (5HT)151

systems, together with alterations in neuronal and glial cell num152

ber, structure and positioning. As highlighted in more detail in153

the following sections, many of the longterm neuropathological154

effects of prenatal immune challenge appear to be critically influ155

enced by the precise timing of the infectious event as well as by the156

specificity of the immunogen present in the maternal host during157

pregnancy.158

2.1. Effects on the central DA system159

It has long been recognised that abnormalities in the central DA160

system play a major role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia161

and psychosisrelated behaviour [38,50,51,73,113,159,163]. Accord162

ing to the revised DA hypothesis of schizophrenia, the central DA163

system in this disorder may be characterised by an imbalance164

between subcortical and cortical DA systems. More specifically,165

it has been suggested that the subcortical mesolimbic DA sys166

tem may be hyperactive whilst mesocortical DA projections to the167

prefrontal cortex (PFC) may be hypoactive [3,76,87,100,190]. The168

former abnormalities may be involved in the precipitation of pos169

itive symptoms such as hallucinations, delusions and paranoia,170

whereas the latter deficits may critically underlie the emergence171

of negative and cognitive symptoms such as social withdrawal,172

anhedonia, and impairments in executive functions and working173

memory.174

Considering the prominent role of central DA in the pathophys175

iology of schizophrenia, numerous experimental investigations in176

rats and mice have explored whether prenatal immune challenge177

would lead to longterm changes in the central DA system rel178

evant to schizophrenia. Experimental studies using the bacterial179

endotoxin LPS or the viral mimic PolyI:C have indeed found direct180

evidence for a causal relationship between prenatal immune acti181

vation and emergence of dopaminergic abnormalities in postnatal182

life. For example, chronic LPS treatment throughout pregnancy in183

rats increases the immunoreactivity (IR) for tyrosine hydroxylase184

(TH) in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) of the adult offspring, espe 185

cially in the NAc shell subregion [26]. TH is the ratelimiting enzyme 186

of DA (and noradrenaline) synthesis in vivo, and it can therefore be 187

used as a presynaptic dopaminergic marker [11]. The increase in 188

NAc THIR in adult rats prenatally exposed to LPS is paralleled by 189

enhanced basal levels of DA in this brain area, as well as by increased 190

levels of the DA metabolite dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) in 191

more dorsal parts of the striatum [153]. Interestingly, the effects of 192

prenatal LPS exposure on accumbal DA and DOPAC levels are clearly 193

dependent on the postnatal stage of the offspring: whilst enhanced 194

accumbal DA and DOPAC levels are observed in adult (>170 days old) 195

rats prenatally exposed to LPS, DA and DOPAC levels are highly com 196

parable between control and prenatally immune challenged rats 197

in early adulthood (70 days of age). Furthermore, DA and DOPAC 198

levels are even significantly decreased in periadolescent (40 days 199

old) rats prenatally exposed to LPS relative to control subjects [154]. 200

This highlights the developmental origin and progressive nature of 201

emerging dopaminergic abnormalities following prenatal exposure 202

to the bacterial endotoxin LPS. 203

Similar to the findings in the chronic LPS model in rats, acute 204

treatment with the viral mimic PolyI:C in early/middle gestation 205

(gestation day [GD] 9) in mice leads to enhanced THIR in the NAc 206

in adulthood [119]. This effect of early/middle gestational immune 207

challenge does not appear to be accompanied by enhanced basal DA 208

levels in this mesolimbic brain structure [188]. However, the null 209

effect of acute PolyI:C treatment on basal striatal DA levels is consis 210

tent with the findings by Zuckerman et al. [198], who demonstrated 211

that a single exposure to PolyI:C in middle/late gestation (GD 15) 212

in rats does not affect basal striatal DA release in vitro but leads to 213

enhanced striatal DA release only following KClinduced stimula 214

tion. On the other hand, a single exposure to PolyI:C in early/middle 215

gestation in mice is sufficient to increase accumbal levels of the DA 216

metabolite homovanillic acid (HVA), and to enhance DA and DOPAC 217

contents in the globus pallidus (GP) and PFC [188]. Importantly, the 218

increase in basal DA levels in the PFC following prenatal PolyI:C 219

exposure is associated with a significant decrease in DA D1 (D1R) 220

and D2 (D2R) receptors in this brain area [119,120], which may 221

reflect a counterregulatory postsynaptic mechanism for increased 222

basal DA levels in the PFC. 223

DArelated abnormalities have also been detected in adult 224

mice following subchronic treatment with the viral mimic PolyI:C 225

on six consecutive days from GD 12 to 17 [143]. This prenatal 226

immunological manipulation has been shown to result in a striatal 227

dopaminergic hyperfunction at adult age, which manifests itself in 228

increased striatal DA turnover (as indexed by the DOPAC + HVA/DA 229

ratio) and decreased receptor binding of DA D2like receptors in 230

striatal regions [143]. 231

Taken together, there is clear evidence that prenatal immune 232

activation by exposure to inflammatory agents such as LPS or 233

PolyI:C can negatively affect the normal development of the meso 234

corticolimbic and mesostriatal DA system. The reported effects have 235

clear relevance to schizophrenia, because similar neuropatholog 236

ical deficits have also been noted in patients suffering from this 237

disorder. For example, there is biochemical evidence of enhanced 238

levels of DA and its metabolites DOPAC and HVA in dorsal and 239

ventral striatal regions [108,174,175]. Interestingly, the abnormal 240

basal levels of DA and its metabolites appear to be linked to 241

increased TH activity in these brain regions [174,175], similar to 242

the effects reported in experimental models of prenatal immune 243

challenge. In addition, there is evidence from brain imaging stud 244

ies that prefrontal D1Rs are reduced at least in a subgroup of 245

schizophrenic patients, especially in those with marked negative 246

symptoms [139,140] (but see also [2,3]). Finally, several (but not 247

all) studies demonstrate that receptor binding of DA D2like recep 248

tors is decreased in the striatum of drugfree schizophrenic patients 249

[47,108,150].
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2.2. Effects on the central GABA system250

Converging evidence indicates that deficits in GABAergic251

interneurons are also crucially involved in the neuropathology252

of schizophrenia [20–23,53,80,81,102,103,151,181,192,193]. In fact,253

deficient GABAergic signalling in the dorsolateral PFC is among the254

bestreplicated neuropathological findings in schizophrenia. Pre255

frontal GABAergic abnormalities in schizophrenic patients include256

reductions in the GABAsynthesising enzyme glutamic acid decar257

boxylase (GAD67) [5,75,181], fewer GABA membrane transporter258

(GAT1) cartridges in the GABAergic chandelier neurons [193],259

as well as decreased expression of the calciumbinding protein260

parvalbumin (PV) [20,80,81,102,103] and the secretory glycopro261

tein Reelin [86,75,63,64]. In addition, a number of postsynaptic262

GABAergic abnormalities have been described in the PFC and hip263

pocampus (HPC) of patients with schizophrenia. These include264

upregulation of GABAA receptor sites in general [22,23,46,77], and265

marked increases in a2 subunit levels at axon initial segments of266

pyramidal neurons in particular [103,183]. The upregulation of267

the GABAA receptor a2 subunits may represent a compensatory268

response to the selective loss of presynaptic input provided by the269

PVcontaining interneurons in the PFC and HPC of schizophrenic270

patients [53,103,151,183]. Considering the crucial importance of271

appropriate GABAergic inhibition in neuronal circuits of normal272

brain functions, including executive functioning and working mem273

ory, deficits in GABAergic interneurons are likely to contribute to the274

cognitive impairments and other clinical symptoms of schizophre275

nia [103,171,182].276

In order to test whether prenatal exposure to infection may277

represent a significant environmental risk factor for schizophrenia278

related GABAergic deficits, several animal models have explored the279

longterm effects of prenatal immune challenge on the postnatal280

expression of GABAergic markers in various brain areas. Fatemi et281

al. have provided the first evidence that maternal infection during282

pregnancy can lead to abnormalities in the central GABA system283

of the resulting offspring [58]: Neonatal mice of mothers infected284

with human influenza virus in early/middle gestation (GD 9) display285

a marked reduction of Reelinpositive cells in several cortical and286

hippocampal areas. Infectioninduced Reelin reduction may also287

be responsible for some of the morphological changes noted in the288

neonatal brains of offspring born to influenzainfected mothers (see289

Section 2.4).290

Subsequent studies in mice went on to show that mid291

gestational maternal exposure to a virallike acute phase response292

induced by acute PolyI:C treatment on GD 9 is similarly capable293

of suppressing Reelin expression in the offspring’s HPC and PFC294

at preadolescent [118] and adult age [120]. In addition, prena295

tal PolyI:C exposure in mice is sufficient to markedly reduce the296

expression of the calciumbinding protein PV in prefrontal and hip297

pocampal areas [120]. Interestingly, the latter effect (i.e., reduction298

in hippocampal PV expression following prenatal PolyI:C exposure)299

is more readily seen following prenatal immune challenge in late300

gestation (GD 17), but only marginally so following immunological301

stimulation in early/middle gestation (GD 9) [120]. This shows that302

the precise timing of the prenatal immune activation can, at least303

in part, critically influence the vulnerability to specific GABAergic304

abnormalities in the postnatal CNS.305

In addition to the effects on central Reelin and PV, prenatal306

immune challenge also leads to longlasting changes in GABAA307

receptor expression. In a first study, Nyffeler et al. [138] have shown308

that maternal treatment with the viral mimic PolyI:C on GD 9309

increases the expression of the a2 subunit of GABAA receptors310

specifically in the HPC and basolateral amygdala (BLA) of the adult311

offspring compared to control offspring. It was further demon312

strated that the upregulation of GABAA receptor a2 subunits at the313

axon initial segments of hippocampal pyramidal neurons consti314

tutes a compensatory response to a reduction in proximal inhibitory 315

input provided by PVexpressing neurons in prenatally immune 316

challenged animals [120]. 317

Together, these data confirm a causal relationship between 318

prenatal immune challenge and the emergence of multiple pre 319

and postsynaptic GABAergic deficits in the adult CNS. Since 320

many of the reported GABAergic abnormalities are implicated in 321

the neuropathology of schizophrenia, the experimental findings 322

obtained in various prenatal immune activation models in rodents 323

strongly support the hypothesis that prenatal exposure to infection 324

and/or inflammation may be a significant etiopathological factor in 325

GABAergic abnormalities in schizophrenia and related disorders. 326

2.3. Effects on the central GLU and 5HT systems 327

In addition to the dopaminergic and GABAergic dysfunctions 328

described above, abnormalities in the central GLU and 5HT systems 329

also appear to be involved in the neuropathology and patho 330

physiology of schizophrenia. According to the GLU hypothesis of 331

schizophrenia, signalling via the Nmethyldaspartate (NMDA) 332

receptor is compromised in this disease, and this may play an 333

important role especially in the etiopathology of negative symp 334

toms and cognitive impairments associated with the disorder 335

[54,70,100,131,178]. Acute NMDA receptor blockade (e.g., by acute 336

phencyclidine [PCP] or ketamine treatment) can also produce 337

psychosislike behaviour in healthy human subjects akin to the 338

positive florid symptoms of schizophrenia, and it exacerbates exist 339

ing psychoses in patients with schizophrenia [54,88,94,97]. This 340

suggests that impaired signalling at NMDA receptors may also con 341

tribute to the emergence of positive symptoms of schizophrenia, 342

an effect that may involve intricate interactions between NMDA 343

receptor functions and central DA neurotransmission [37,100]. 344

Similarly, enhanced serotonergic signalling (especially via 5 345

HT2A receptors) may be involved specifically during the early 346

phases of schizophrenic psychoses and precipitate behavioural dys 347

functions linked especially to the positive symptoms of this disorder 348

(for a recent review see [68]). In contrast, deficient central 5HT 349

functions may underlie some of the negative symptoms in patients 350

with schizophrenia [1,4]. However, it needs to be emphasized 351

that despite much research, a clear picture of specific serotoner 352

gic alterations in schizophrenia has not yet emerged. According to 353

the prevailing view, serotonergic signalling may have a modula 354

tory influence on central DA transmission in schizophrenia, which 355

may significantly contribute to the therapeutic effects of atypical 356

antipsychotics [4]. 357

Despite the suggested contributions of glutamatergic and 358

serotonergic dysfunctions to psychosisrelated behaviour, the long 359

term consequences of prenatal infection for the central GLU and 360

5HT systems remain largely unexplored to date. However, initial 361

evidence from experimental investigations in rats and mice sug 362

gest that prenatal exposure to infection and/or inflammation may 363

indeed negatively affect the normal development of the glutamater 364

gic and serotonergic systems. In mice, maternal administration of 365

the viral mimic PolyI:C leads to a decrease in the expression of the 366

NMDAreceptor subunit 1 (NR1) in the dorsal HPC of the adult off 367

spring [120]. NR1 is ubiquitously expressed in the adult mammalian 368

brain throughout pre and postnatal development [183,107], and 369

it is a prerequisite for the formation of functional NMDA recep 370

tors, together with the other known subunits NR2 and NR3 [43,92]. 371

Interestingly, the effect of prenatal PolyI:Cinduced immune chal 372

lenge on hippocampal NR1 expression is observed only if the 373

immunological manipulation is conducted in late (GD 17) but not 374

early/middle (GD 9) gestation [120]. This indicates that the vulnera 375

bility to prenatal infectionmediated disturbances in hippocampal 376

NR1 expression may increase as foetal development progresses 377

from early to late gestation. This suggestion is also supported by 378
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the recent findings in rats that repeated prenatal exposure to the379

proinflammatory cytokine IL6 during late gestation (i.e., on GDs380

16, 18 and 20), but not during earlytomiddle gestation (i.e., on381

GDs 8, 10 and 12), leads to significant changes in hippocampal NR1382

expression at adult age [158]. However, prenatal exposure to IL6,383

and prenatal exposure to the viral mimic PolyI:C each produce a dif384

ferent direction of change in adult hippocampal NR1 expression:385

Whereas prenatal treatment with PolyI:C decreases hippocampal386

NR1 expression [120], maternal treatment with IL6 during preg387

nancy increases the expression of NR1 subunits in the HPC of adult388

offspring [158]. One possible explanation for these discrepancies389

may be that – in addition to the precise timing of prenatal immune390

activation – the immune stimulus specificity can critically influence391

the nature of the longterm neuropathological consequences of pre392

natal infection. Indeed, recent experimental findings in rats and393

mice clearly show that specific forms of adult brain and behavioural394

pathology emerging after prenatal immune challenge depend both395

on the specificity of the immunogen and on the precise prenatal396

timing of the infectious event [116,122].397

In contrast to its effects on NMDA receptor subunits in the adult398

CNS [120,158], prenatal immune challenge in mice does not seem399

to markedly affect the basal CNS levels of GLU during neonatal,400

periadolescent or adult stages of development: neither maternal401

exposure to human influenza virus [60] nor the viral mimic PolyI:C402

[188] leads to significant changes in central GLU contents in the403

resulting offspring. Hence, prenatal immune activation may lead to404

specific abnormalities in hippocampal NMDA receptor expression405

in the absence of compensatory changes at the neurochemical level.406

Evidence for serotonergic dysfunctions following prenatal407

immune activation is yielded by recent investigations in mice,408

which show that prenatal exposure to influenza virus or the viral409

mimic PolyI:C leads to reduced basal levels of 5HT in various410

brain areas in postnatal life, including cerebellum, HPC, and NAc411

[60,188,189]. Interestingly, this association does not appear to be412

influenced by the precise timing of the prenatal immune challenge:413

Reduced central 5HT levels have similarly been described in peri414

adolescent or adult mice subjected to prenatal immune challenge415

either in early/middle [188] or late [60,189] gestation. Since the cen416

tral 5HT system has so far received little attention in the infection417

model of schizophrenia, evidence for additional serotonergic dys418

functions in prenatally immune challenged animals is still lacking.419

2.4. Effects on neuronal and glial cell morphology420

Besides the identified changes in various neurotransmitters421

systems, the longterm neuropathological consequences of prena422

tal infection also include abnormalities in neuronal and glial cell423

morphology. As with the infectionmediated neurochemical distur424

bances outlined above, the longterm changes in neuronal and glial425

cell morphology also appear to be critically determined by both the426

specificity of the immune stimulus and the precise prenatal timing.427

In addition, the extent to which abnormal cell morphology can be428

observed following in utero exposure to infection and/or inflamma429

tion is also influenced by the actual postnatal developmental stage430

of the offspring.431

The detailed morphological analyses by Fatemi et al. have432

provided compelling evidence that prenatal exposure to human433

influenza in mice can induce numerous abnormalities in CNS434

morphology in postnatal life. In a first study, these authors have435

demonstrated that prenatal viral infection in early/middle gestation436

(GD 9) causes marked decreases in neocortical and hippocampal437

thickness in neonatal brains, an effect that may be attributable, at438

least in part, to neuronal migration deficits via infectionmediated439

reduction in Reelin expression during foetal brain development440

[58]. Fatemi et al. went on to show that influenza infection on441

GD 9 in the mouse leads to maturation dependent morphological442

abnormalities in postnatal hippocampal and cortical brain struc 443

tures [57]: whilst pyramidal cell density is increased significantly 444

in influenzaexposed offspring both at birth and in adulthood, 445

nonpyramidal cell density is reduced only in the neonatal period 446

but exceeds normal levels in adulthood. Furthermore, prenatal 447

infection with influenza virus on GD 9 leads to pyramidal cell 448

atrophy, which is evident already at birth and persists through 449

out development up to adulthood; and it leads to macrocephaly 450

in adulthood despite smaller hippocampal and cortical thickness 451

during the neonatal period [57,58]. These morphological abnor 452

malities induced by prenatal influenza infection in early/middle 453

gestation are paralleled by maturationdependent changes in the 454

expression of neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) in the postnatal 455

CNS: Enhanced nNOS expression is observed in influenzainfected 456

offspring during the neonatal [61] and periadolescent [56] stage 457

of development, but reduced nNOS expression is noted in the 458

brains of influenzainfected offspring in early adulthood [56]. Again, 459

this highlights the developmental aspects of the neuronal deficits 460

induced by prenatal exposure to infection, and it further suggests 461

that abnormal nNOS expression may significantly contribute to the 462

emergence of morphological changes following prenatal immune 463

challenge. 464

Interestingly, prenatal exposure to influenza virus in late gesta 465

tion (GD 18) in mice has recently been shown to lead to significant 466

atrophy in several brain areas and white matter thinning in cor 467

pus callosum in early adulthood [60]. Notably, these effects are 468

distinct from the morphological effects of influenza infection in 469

early/middle pregnancy described above. The differential effects of 470

early/middle and late gestational influenza infection on postnatal 471

brain structures (e.g., adult macrocephaly following GD 9infection 472

versus adult microcephaly following GD 18infection) supports the 473

hypothesis that the neurodevelopmental impact of prenatal infec 474

tion critically differs between early/middle and late gestational 475

periods [118,120,122]. 476

Unlike prenatal influenza infection, prenatal exposure to a 477

virallike acute phase response induced by a single administra 478

tion of PolyI:C in early/middle gestation (GD 9) in mice does 479

not seem to cause gross brain morphological changes in the pre 480

adolescent [118] or adult [138] brain. Hence, influenza infection 481

during early/middle foetal development is likely to exert a more 482

extensive impact on postnatal brain morphology compared to the 483

viral mimic PolyI:C. However, it needs to be emphasized that pre 484

natal exposure to PolyI:C in middle/late gestation (GD 15) in rats 485

results in a moderate to severe adult hippocampal cell loss, with 486

many of the remaining neurons exhibiting a pyknoticlike profile 487

[198,200]. These findings are consistent with the study by Samuels 488

son et al. [158], who demonstrated that subchronic exposure to the 489

proinflammatory cytokine IL6 specifically during late gestation 490

(i.e., on GDs 16, 18 and 20) but not during earlytomiddle gestation 491

(i.e., on GDs 8, 10 and 12) in rats leads to a pronounced pyramidal 492

cell loss in adult hippocampal structures. 493

Loss of neurons is often followed by reactive gliosis, that is, 494

the replacement of neuronal cells by glial cells. It would thus be 495

expected that reactive gliosis is also a characteristic morphological 496

sign following prenatal immune challenge, particularly following 497

late gestational immune activation. Indeed, subchronic prenatal 498

exposure to IL6 in rats [158], chronic prenatal exposure to the 499

endotoxin LPS in rats [26], as well as prenatal influenza infection in 500

early/middle gestation in mice [55,59] have all been shown to result 501

in enhanced number and/or activation of astrocytes and microglia 502

in various brain regions during postnatal life. Given that astro 503

cytes and microglia are the main source of cytokine production 504

in the CNS [24], the prenatal infectioninduced overactivation of 505

glial cells is often paralleled by enhanced production and release 506

of proinflammatory cytokines in the postnatal brain [158]. How 507

ever, consistent with its null effect on neuronal cell loss in the 508
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postnatal brain, prenatal exposure to a virallike acute phase by509

PolyI:C administration in early/middle gestation (GD 9) does not510

lead to reactive gliosis [138] or markedly enhanced production of511

CNS cytokines [117] in early adulthood.512

A recent experimental study has provided initial in vivo evi513

dence that maternal immune activation by PolyI:C in early/middle514

pregnancy delays myelination and axonal development in mice515

[109]: Offspring born to PolyI:Ctreated mothers displayed a sig516

nificant reduction in the oligodendrocyte marker myelin basic517

protein (MBP) and a decrease in myelination of hippocampal neu518

rons during the early postnatal periods. This was accompanied by519

a reduction in axonal diameters in hippocampal neurons [158].520

However, these abnormalities reverted to normal levels when the521

animals reached the adult stage of development, suggesting that the522

prenatal inflammationinduced changes in myelination and axonal523

development may represent transient neuropathological deficits524

during early postnatal brain development and maturation.525

3. Linking specific neuronal dysfunctions with distinct526

forms of psychosisrelated behaviour527

Animal models are indispensable experimental tools in the528

study of possible causal links between specific neuronal dysfunc529

tions and distinct forms of abnormal behaviour. They are therefore530

valuable in the exploration of specific brain and behavioural531

relationships in complex neuropsychiatric disorders such as532

schizophrenia, which is characterised by multiple behavioural, cog533

nitive and pharmacological pathologies that are likely to involve534

neuronal disturbances beyond one single brain region and neu535

rotransmitter system. As outlined above, the prenatal immune536

activation models have been shown to capture a wide spectrum of537

structural and functional abnormalities implicated in schizophre538

nia and psychosisrelated disorders. An essential feature of the539

prenatal infection models of schizophrenia is that they do not rely540

on any specific presumption of the disorder’s neuronal substrates.541

This is because they are not based on any specific neurological or542

pathophysiological features of the disorder, but rather, they are543

designed to interfere with early neurodevelopmental processes544

long before the onset of psychosisrelated abnormalities. This545

allows a multifaceted, longitudinal monitoring of the disease pro546

cess as it unfolds during the course of neurodevelopment from early547

postnatal through to adult life, thus enabling the identification of548

intricate brain and behavioural relationships at distinct postnatal549

developmental stages. Furthermore, given that prenatal immune550

activation in rodents leads, at least in part, to differential brain551

and behavioural pathological outcomes, depending on the pre552

cise prenatal timing and immune stimulus specificity [116,122], the553

prenatal infection models provide a unique opportunity to link spe554

cific neuronal dysfunctions with distinct forms of psychosisrelated555

behaviour.556

It is well known that a given behavioural trait is typically regu557

lated by multiple interconnected brain structures, and disturbances558

at many sites within a complex neuronal circuitry can give rise559

to a similar pathological phenotype. Given that infectioninduced560

interference with early brain development leads to abnormali561

ties in multiple brain areas and neurotransmitter systems (see562

Section 2), it seems unlikely that a specific psychopathologi563

cal phenotype seen in prenatally immune challenged animals is564

accounted for by dysfunctions in isolated brain structures. Rather,565

interactions and additive effects between different neuronal dys566

functions in multiple brain areas are likely to be involved in567

the precipitation of specific forms of psychosisrelated behaviour568

following prenatal exposure to infection/inflammation. The fol569

lowing sections provide a detailed outline of the putative brain570

and behavioural associations in the infection model of schizophre571

nia.

3.1. Mesolimibic and mesocortical DA abnormalities: relevance to 572

disturbances in sensorimotor gating, abnormalities in selective 573

associative learning and hypersensitivity to psychostimulant drugs 574

It has long been suggested that disturbances in the mesolimbic 575

and mesocortical DA systems play a crucial role in psychosis 576

related behaviour [38,50,51,73,76,113,159,163]. The mesolimbic DA 577

system originates primarily from dopaminergic cell bodies located 578

in the ventral tegmental area (VTA). These DA cells send promi 579

nent projections to the medial and ventral parts of the striatum, 580

hippocampus and amygdala [42,89], forming the mesolimbic DA 581

pathways. On the other hand, dopaminergic projections form the 582

VTA to the PFC form the mesocortical DA pathway [16]. It is well 583

known that pharmacological, genetic, or lesionbased experimental 584

manipulations targeting the mesolimibic and/or mesocortical DA 585

pathways can induce a set of behavioural, cognitive, and pharma 586

cological dysfunctions implicated in psychosislike behaviour (for 587

a review see [17,42,50,73,135,168,169,186]). As highlighted in detail 588

below, one plausible account for at least some of the behavioural, 589

cognitive and pharmacological abnormalities emerging after pre 590

natal immune challenge may be that they are causally linked to 591

disturbances in mesolimbic and mesocortical DA pathways. 592

3.1.1. Sensorimotor gating and selective associative learning 593

Numerous independent investigations in rats and mice have pro 594

vided compelling evidence that manipulations leading to enhanced 595

activity in the mesolimbic DA system, especially in the NAc, robustly 596

disrupt sensorimotor gating in the form of prepulse inhibition (PPI) 597

of the acoustic startle reflex and selective associative learning in the 598

form of latent inhibition (LI) (reviewed in [17,90,91,168,169,186]). 599

PPI refers to the reduction in the reaction to an intense startle 600

eliciting stimulus (pulse) when it is shortly preceded by a weak 601

stimulus (prepulse); and LI is a form of selective learning, in 602

which nonreinforced preexposures to a tobeconditioned stim 603

ulus (CS) retards subsequent conditioning between the same CS 604

and the unconditioned stimulus (US). Both paradigms have clear 605

relevance to schizophrenia, because LI and PPI are deficient in 606

at least some subsets of schizophrenic patients [169,186]. Defi 607

cient PPI and LI in adulthood are also two commonly observed 608

pathological phenotypes emerging following prenatal exposure 609

to a variety of immunogens, including influenza virus or the 610

viral mimic PolyI:C [114–121,143,160,162,191,198–200], the bac 611

terial endotoxin LPS [26,66,153,154], and the proinflammatory 612

cytokine IL6 [162]. Importantly, in many models of prenatal 613

immune challenge, impaired PPI and LI are paralleled by signif 614

icant neuroanatomical and neurochemical changes indicative of 615

an overactive mesolimbic DA system, especially in ventral striatal 616

regions (i.e., NAc core and shell). This includes enhanced accumbal 617

TH immunoreactivity, enhanced accumbal DA levels, and increased 618

striatal DA turnover (see Section 2.1). Hence, enhanced dopaminer 619

gic activity in mesolimbic (especially mesoaccumbal) systems may 620

be one of the critical neural bases of PPI and LI deficiency following 621

prenatal immune activation. Additional support for this hypothesis 622

is derived from the findings that pharmacological treatment with 623

the preferential D2R blocker haloperidol, which targets dopamin 624

ergic neurotransmission particularly in striatal regions [152,156], 625

is sufficient to normalize the prenatal infectioninduced PPI and LI 626

deficits in adulthood [26,153,198]. 627

In addition to enhanced DA activity in mesolimbic structures, 628

altered DAassociated signalling in the PFC may further contribute 629

to the emergence of sensorimotor gating deficits following prenatal 630

immune challenge. We have recently shown in mice that prenatal 631

PolyI:C exposure in early/middle (GD 9) but not late (GD 17) gesta 632

tion leads to adult sensorimotor gating impairment that is linked to 633

a marked reduction in prefrontal D1Rs [120]. Furthermore, basal DA 634

contents in the PFC are significantly increased following prenatal 635
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immune challenge in early/middle [188] but not late [60] gesta636

tion. Hence, experimental analyses of the impact of the precise637

timing of prenatal immune activation suggest that dopaminergic638

abnormalities in the PFC may provide a critical neural basis of PPI639

deficiency in adult animals exposed to in utero immune activation640

in early/middle gestation, but not in those subjected to prenatal641

immune challenge in late gestation. Several findings from previ642

ous experimentation in rodents can be taken as additional support643

for this hypothesis. First, pharmacological blockade of D1Rs in the644

mPFC significantly attenuates PPI in rats, indicating that impaired645

prefrontal D1Rmediated signalling can lead to sensorimotor gating646

deficiency [52,161]. Second, selective enhancement of dopaminer647

gic activity in the PFC by microinfusion of the direct dopamine648

receptor agonist apomorphine has been shown to disrupt PPI in rats649

[28,95]. Interestingly, this effect can be enhanced by simultaneous650

blockade of D1Rs in the PFC [45]. Taken together, besides enhanced651

dopaminergic activity in mesolimbic pathways (see above), specific652

dopaminergic abnormalities in the PFC may also significantly con653

tribute to the neural substrates of PPI deficiency emerging following654

prenatal immune challenge in early/middle gestation.655

To what extent may prefrontal DA dysfunctions also be656

involved in the precipitation of LI deficiency following prenatal657

immune challenge? The potential contribution of prefrontal cor658

tical dysfunctions on LI abnormalities has been investigated in659

numerous independent studies using lesionbased or pharmaco660

logical approaches [28,52,95,96,186]. The findings derived from661

these studies suggest that neither the damage to intrinsic cells662

residing in the PFC nor pharmacologically induced changes in the663

PFC, which may eventually also affect subcortical mesolimbic DA664

functions, significantly affect the development and/or expression665

of LI. This also appears to be the case with particular respect to666

dopaminergic manipulations of the PFC: infusion of dopaminergic667

compounds into the PFC, which is known to affect PPI of the acous668

tic startle reflex, fail to exert significant effects on LI [28,52,95]. This669

highlights that the neural substrates of LI and PPI are clearly differ670

ent in terms of the involvement of the prefrontal DA system (and671

its descending connections to the mesolimbic DA system). Even672

though a potential contribution of prefrontal DA dysfunctions to673

LI impairment cannot yet be completely ruled out in the prenatal674

infection model of schizophrenia, this possibility seems unlikely,675

based on the findings from many previous experimental investiga676

tions in rodents [186].677

3.1.2. Sensitivity to psychostimulant drugs678

One of the critical pharmacological abnormalities in schizophre679

nia and other psychosisrelated disorders is enhanced sensitivity680

to psychostimulant drugs, including dopamine receptor agonists681

and NMDA receptor antagonists [88,97–99,104]. Prenatal immune682

challenge by various immunological stimuli successfully mim683

ics these schizophreniarelated pharmacological abnormalities by684

increasing the behavioural sensitivity to low doses of the indirect685

dopamine receptor agonist amphetamine (AMPH) and the non686

competitive NMDAreceptor antagonist dizocilpine (MK801) and687

ketamine [65,115,117,119,120,143,160,198,199]. Prenatal infection688

induced increases in the sensitivity to acute psychostimulant drug689

treatment are often indexed by a potentiation of the locomotor690

enhancing effects of these drugs (see e.g. [115]).691

It is well known that the locomotor enhancing effects of low692

doses of systemic AMPH (∼1 mg/kg for rats, ∼2 mg/kg for mice)693

are mediated by increased (impulsedependent) DA transmission in694

the NAc [41,146], especially in its shell subregion [82,185]. Enhanced695

reaction to low doses of AMPH is therefore often suggestive of696

functional imbalance in mesolimbic (and especially accumbal) DA697

transmission. Consistent with this interpretation, adult rats and698

mice exposed to prenatal immune challenge display several DA699

abnormalities in dorsal and ventral striatal regions, which are700

indicative of enhanced DA activity in these areas (see Section 2.1). 701

Hence, dopaminergic imbalances, especially in the NAc, may repre 702

sent one of the critical neural substrates underlying the emergence 703

of AMPH potentiation following prenatal immune challenge. 704

Since noncompetitive NMDAreceptor antagonists such as MK 705

801 or ketamine increase DA release in the NAc [93,110,194] and 706

stimulate the activity of VTA neurons [67,132], the efficacy of MK 707

801 to increase locomotor activity has also been attributed to 708

increased dopaminergic transmission in mesolimbic structures. 709

The neural substrates of the prenatal infectioninduced potenti 710

ation of the locmotorenhancing effects of acute treatment with 711

noncompetitive NMDAreceptor antagonists may thus also crit 712

ically involve enhanced DA activity in mesolimbic structures. 713

However, hyperlocomotor activity following acute pharmacolog 714

ical blockade of NMDAreceptors can also occur in the absence 715

of endogenous dopamine [39,40]. An alternative explanation for 716

locmotor hyperactivity following blockade of NMDA receptors 717

may be that NMDAreceptor blockade may facilitate the inhibi 718

tion of the corticostriatal glutamatergic pathway and eventually 719

result in excessive activation of cortical and subcortical structures, 720

thereby stimulating locomotor activity [37]. This raises the ques 721

tion whether the critical neural basis of the potentiation of the 722

locmotorenhancing effects of noncompetitive NMDAreceptor 723

antagonists seen in prenatally immune challenged animals may 724

rather involve abnormalities in corticostriatal glutamatergic sys 725

tems. Thus far, however, there is no direct evidence supporting this 726

possibility. No signs of cortical and/or corticostriatal glutamatergic 727

abnormalities have yet been detected in the brains of prenatally 728

immune challenged animals. One possibility would therefore be 729

that the apparent changes in DArelated neurochemical markers 730

(see Section 2.1) may not only account for the potentiation of 731

AMPH sensitivity in prenatally immunechallenged offspring, but 732

they may also contribute to the enhancement of the locomotor 733

stimulating effects of systemic treatment with NMDAreceptor 734

antagonist. 735

Besides the wellknown functions of the mesoaccumbal DA 736

system in the mediation of locomotor activity, several other brain 737

structures and neurotransmitter systems critically modulate spon 738

taneous and druginduced locomotor activity, especially the PFC 739

and HPC [6,17,84,123,124]. The PFC regulates the activity of the 740

NAc either through direct excitatory (glutamatergic) inputs on 741

GABA projecting neurons in the NAc [27,126] or indirectly through 742

the effects on other neurons involving different neurotransmit 743

ters systems in this same nucleus (for a recent review [49]). The 744

NAc also receives prominent afferent fibers from the HPC and its 745

allied structure entorhinal cortex [74,176,177], which together can 746

critically influence DA activity in the NAc and thereby gain mod 747

ulatory control over basal and druginduced locomotor activity 748

[18,19,145,170,195,197]. 749

Considering the essential roles of PFC and HPC in the regulation 750

and modulation of locomotor activity, it is reasonable to assume 751

that neuroanatomical and neurochemical changes in these brain 752

areas are likely to contribute to the potentiation of the locomotor 753

enhancing effects of psychostimulant drugs following prenatal 754

immune challenge. For example, impairment in prefrontal D1R 755

and D2R expression emerging in adult mice after prenatal immune 756

challenge in early/middle gestation (see Section 2.1) may play a sig 757

nificant role in the potentiation of AMPH sensitivity. Indeed, several 758

previous findings in rats can be taken as indirect evidence for this 759

possibility. In the first place, selective blockade of D1Rs in the PFC 760

has been shown to potentiate the locomotorenhancing effects of 761

intraaccumbal AMPH administration in rats [179,180]. Secondly, 762

stimulation of prefrontal D2Rs attenuates the release of accumbal 763

DA [49] and inhibits GLUmediated excitatory drive on VTA DA neu 764

rons, which further inhibits mesolimbic dopaminergic activity [79]. 765

Reduced D2Rmediated signalling in the PFC is thus also expected to 766
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enhance the locomotorstimulating effects of systemic AMPH due767

to impaired inhibition of mesolimbic dopaminergic activity.768

On the other hand, abnormal hippocampal functions may con769

tribute to the emergence of enhanced behavioural sensitivity770

to psychostimulant drugs following prenatal immune challenge771

specifically in late gestation. As described above (see Section 2.2),772

prenatal immune challenge in late gestation leads to a marked loss773

of inhibitory inputs to the axon initial segment (AIS) of ventral774

hippocampal pyramidal neurons, which may ultimately decrease775

the inhibition of ventral hippocampal functions [148,183]. It is776

well known that decreased inhibition and/or stimulation of the777

vHIP can result in enhanced locomotor activity via increasing DA778

transmission in the NAc [18,19,101,145]. A decrease in the GABAer779

gic inhibition of the vHIP in adult animals exposed to prenatal780

immune challenge in late gestation may thus lead to enhanced781

dopaminergic activity in accumbal structures upon pharmacolog782

ical stimulation, thereby potentiating the behavioural reaction to783

DAstimulating drugs such as PCP, MK801, ketamine [93,110,194]784

and AMPH [41,82,146,185].785

3.2. Prefrontal and hippocampal GABAergic and glutamatergic786

abnormalities: relevance to working memory impairment787

The encoding and retrieval of memory are both thought to788

require the activation of a shortterm memory buffer with a lim789

ited capacity, which is often referred to as working memory.790

It is used to hold the relevant information active for ongoing791

behaviour including comprehension, reasoning and problem solv792

ing [12,13,72]. Working memory is known to be dependent on the793

integrity of both prefrontal and hippocampal functions: Deleterious794

effects of hippocampal damage on working memory function have795

been described for decades [15,29,129,130,141,147,196]; and current796

consensus further emphasizes the role of the prefrontal cortices797

and their interconnections with the hippocampus in mnemonic and798

executive controls in working memory [29,72].799

At the molecular levels, several lines of evidence suggest that800

GABAergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission in prefrontal and801

hippocampal structures is crucial for intact working memory.802

Firstly, GABAmediated inhibition, particularly through GABAA803

receptors, is an essential component in the regulation of neuronal804

rhythms and oscillatory activity, which is important for normal805

brain functions [125,164,165]. Impairments in prefrontal cortical806

GABAergic neurons and the resulting deficits in perisomatic inhi807

bition of pyramidal cells are believed to significantly contribute808

to working memory deficits in psychiatric disorders, especially809

in schizophrenia (see Section 2.2). Secondly, glutamatergic sig810

nalling via (hippocampal) NMDA receptors is critically involved811

in the encoding and retrieval of spatial and temporal memory812

[44,127,172], including working memory [14,134,136]. Hence, one813

plausible account of the neural bases underlying the emergence814

of working memory deficiency following prenatal immune chal815

lenge (see Table 1) would be that it is related to GABAergic816

and/or glutamatergic abnormalities. Support for this suggestion817

is yielded by recent immunohistochemical analyses demonstrat818

ing that prenatal immune activation can lead to various GABAergic819

and glutamatergic deficits in relevant brain areas, including PFC820

and HPC (see Section 2.2). Importantly, the efficacy of prenatal821

immune challenge to induce working memory deficits in adult822

hood noticeably differs between early/middle and late gestational823

periods [115,120,158]: whereas prenatal immune challenge dur824

ing early/middle foetal development leads to adult spatial working825

memory deficits only when the demand on temporal retention is826

high, prenatal immune activation in late gestation induces adult827

spatial working memory impairments even when the demand on828

temporal retention is low. One expectation emerging from this con829

trast would be that prenatal immune challenge in late gestation can830

exert a more extensive neurodevelopmental impact on the rele 831

vant neural substrates underlying the disruption of spatial working 832

memory, compared to prenatal immune challenge in early/middle 833

gestation. 834

We have recently confirmed this expectation with respect to 835

GABAergic and glutamatergic abnormalities in prefrontal and hip 836

pocampal structures. As already mentioned above (see Section 2.2), 837

adult mice prenatally exposed to PolyI:Cinduced immune chal 838

lenge in late gestation display a pronounced GABAergic deficit in 839

the PFC together with concomitant GABAergic and glutamater 840

gic abnormalities in the HPC. In contrast, the GABAergic deficits 841

which emerge following prenatal PolyI:Cinduced immune acti 842

vation appear to be restricted to PFC, and the hippocampal GLU 843

system at adult age appears to be spared by early/middle prenatal 844

immune challenge in mice. Hence, prefrontal (GABAergic) and hip 845

pocampal (glutamatergic and GABAergic) dysfunctions may have 846

additive effects in the disruption of spatial working memory fol 847

lowing prenatal immune challenge in late gestation. Accordingly, 848

the concomitant disruption of hippocampal and prefrontal func 849

tions may severely impair mnemonic processing after late prenatal 850

immune activation, thereby leading to the emergence of working 851

memory deficits even when the demand on temporal retention is 852

low. On the other hand, the existence of prefrontal pathology in 853

the absence of parallel hippocampal neuropathology may result 854

in working memory deficiency only in situations, in which the 855

demand on temporal retention is high. 856

4. Conclusions 857

Based on the human epidemiological association between 858

maternal infection during pregnancy and higher risk of schizophre 859

nia in the offspring [25,33,34,144], an increasing number of 860

experimental studies in rats and mice demonstrate that prena 861

tal immune challenge is causally linked to the emergence of 862

psychosisrelated behaviour and pharmacological dysfunctions in 863

adulthood. The infectioninduced functional deficits are associated 864

with multiple neuroanatomical, morphological and neurochemical 865

abnormalities in various brain areas and neurotransmitter systems. 866

These include pre and postsynaptic changes in the central DA, 867

GABA, GLU, and 5HT systems, together with alterations in neu 868

ronal and glial cell number, structure and positioning. Experimental 869

investigations in rats and mice thus confirm the expectation that 870

infectionmediated interference with normal foetal brain develop 871

ment can disrupt the integrity of neuronal systems in postnatal 872

life. Importantly, many of the identified neuronal abnormalities 873

are directly implicated in the neuropathology of schizophrenia. 874

Hence, there is considerable experimental evidence for assum 875

ing that prenatal exposure to infection and/or inflammation is 876

a relevant environmental link to specific neuronal abnormalities 877

implicated in schizophrenia and related psychosisassociated dis 878

orders. 879

Parallel functional and structural analyses suggest that prenatal 880

infectioninduced imbalances in the mesolimibic and mesocorti 881

cal DA pathways may constitute critical neural mechanisms for 882

disturbances in sensorimotor gating, abnormalities in selective 883

associative learning and hypersensitivity to psychostimulant drugs. 884

On the other hand, the emergence of working memory deficiency 885

following prenatal immune challenge may be crucially linked to the 886

concomitant disruption of GABAergic and glutamatergic functions 887

in prefrontal cortical and/or hippocampal structures. These puta 888

tive brain and behavioural relationships in the infection model of 889

schizophrenia are illustrated in Fig. 1. 890

The causality of these brain and behavioural relationships 891

schizophrenia should be further confirmed by additional struc 892

tural and functional investigations. This would also help to develop 893

and evaluate effective therapeutic treatments against psychosis 894
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Fig. 1. Hypothesised neural basis of psychosisrelated behaviour emerging in adult life following prenatal immune challenge. Hyperactivity of the mesoaccumbal DA system

includes enhanced tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) activity and DA release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc), as well as increased accumbal DA turnover (as indexed by the increased

ratio between dihydroxyphenylacetic acid [DOPAC] and DA). Enhanced dopaminergic activity in the NAc may be critically involved in the precipitation of sensorimotor gating

deficits, disruption of selective attention and hypersensitivity to psychostimulant drugs. Dopaminergic imbalances in the NAc may partly stem from diminished inhibitory

control (indicated in dashed lines) from prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the ventral hippocampus (vHPC). The reduction in prefrontal inhibitory control of the NAc may arise

from decreased DA D1 and D2 receptor (D1R and D2R) expression in the PFC, which may disrupt the activation of prefrontal excitatory (glutamatergic) inputs on inhibitory

(GABAergic) neurons in the NAc. Likewise, decreased D1R and D2R expression in the PFC may attenuate the prefrontal inhibitory control of DA neurons in the ventral tegmental

area (VTA), thereby facilitating hyperactivity of the mesoaccumbal and mesocortical DA pathways (indicated by the black arrows). Note that decreased prefrontal D1R and

D2R expression may further contribute to the emergence of disrupted sensorimotor gating and increased sensitivity to psychostimulant drugs. The reduction in the inhibitory

control of the NAc from the vHPC may stem from a loss of GABAergic inhibition of the vHPC, resulting from deficits in Parvalbumin (PV) and Reelin (REL) expression, which

is accompanied by a compensatory upregulation of the GABAA receptor subunit a2 at the axon initial segments of pyramidal neurons. The emergence of working memory

impairment may be accounted for by the concomitant disruption of both hippocampal and prefrontal functions. The former includes impaired glutamatergic signalling at

NMDA receptors in the dorsal hippocampus (dHPC), resulting from reduced expression of the NMDA receptor subunit 1 (NR1); and the latter involves a severe prefrontal

GABAergic deficit marked by reduced PV and REL expression in the PFC. Note that the illustrated brain and behavioural relationships are influenced by both the specificity of

the immune stimulus and the precise prenatal timing of the infectious event (see main text).

related behaviour emerging following prenatal immune challenge.895

Importantly, the longitudinal monitoring of prenatal infection896

induced brain and behavioural abnormalities from preadolescent897

to adult life may significantly contribute to our understanding of898

the etiopathological mechanisms in schizophrenia, and it may help899

to establish early preventive interventions in individuals identified900

as being prodromally symptomatic of psychotic disorders.901
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